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Gabriel Hanganu
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The 'indigenous other'
In 1929, when film was used for the first
time within the monographic research of the
Bucharest Sociological School, the id ea of filmbased scientific investigation had already bee n
camera had already
employed in Romania.
bee n involved in scientific research from its very
early years, and it is well known that Romania
ha s always bee n considered a pion ee r in th e
field.
Among the first film s which deserve being
mentioned are those made in 1898 by professor
Marinescu, on Parkinson pathology. Full of enthu siasm, he attempted to point out the advantages of the new media for research: 'The cin ematic document cannot be altered; its objectivity
is unattackable'. He set up the conclusions of his
research in Les applications generales du cinematographe aux sciences biologiques et l 'art,
published in Paris, in 1900 (cf. Rapeanu and
Corciovescu, 1996, p. 206 ).1
While in 1898 dr Marinescu was filmin g in
hi s clinic the behaviour of the Parkin son pacients, the first anthropological expedition which
used film for scientific documentation was taking place in the Torres Straits. The expedition,
led by zoologist Alfred Cort Haddon, from Ca mbridge University, had a major importance in the
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transition towards 2oth century anthropology,
seen as a strong document-based discipline. The
data collection methodology included brand new
technology: a photo ca mera, wax cylind ers for
sound recording and a Lumiere motion camera.
The footage taken by Haddon on this occasion
has been con sid ered the first fieldwork ethnographic film.
One could say th at the beginnings of th e
western scientific film seem preoccupied with a
geographically and culturally different 'other',
while the Romanian scientific interest points towards a more 'indigenous' character. An 'other'
which may be pathologically different, but still
within the same geographical and cultural space
as the researcher.
What was the situation about 30 years later,
during the 5th monographic ca mpaign in Drawhen the first film of th e Bucharest Sociological se ries was shot ?
Dimitrie Gusti, the leader of the School, who
studied philosoph y and sociology in Germany
and France (he attended th e co urses of Wundt
and Durkheim, among others), came back to Romania with the strong determination to apply his
th eo reti cal knowl edge in social engineering: a
branch of appli ed sociology. His desire was to
use its scientifi c methods for the investigati on of
Romanian society, in order to devise a theo reti-
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scientific research. This was the main reason for
which he devised the sociological monograph as
the methodological apparatus neccessary to provide raw field-based input data. An inter-disciplinary collaboration was required for this first
stage of the research,
in order that th e collection of information
could be done professionaly.
Th e seco nd
stage implied criti cal
and synthetic analysis
of the statisti cally classified body of data, followed by the theo retical elaboration of the
conclusions, and finally, of the strategies required for social action.
One could notice two main features
society shapes him this
of this fi eldwork methodology. On the one
way (only society determines individual behand , a descriptive,
haviour), Gusti consistati sti c, ex hau stiv e
dered human beings as
method, able to cover
objectively
and entiresocial by nature. TherePhoto: losiJ Berman, taken during the shootings
fore, in order to exly the researched comfor the film
munity. On the other
plain the mechanisms
hand, a special attention paid to the context in
running society, one has to bring to the fore the
which the described social fact occured, in order
' natural fram ework' of peoples' lives as well.
He constantly stressed the importance of groundto keep up with the flow of the naturally occuing theory to the very social items analysed, and
ring phenomena. This double-sided documentaconsequently called hi s type of sociology ' th e
tion methodology explains the use of film as part of
science of social reality'. Observation was then the
the monographic research.
main investigation technique employed within his
According to Stahl, the scientific footage
sociological system, seen as a systematic tool, folmust be taken 'following the sociological theory,
lowing precise rules and aiming to clear goals.
on the ground of a thorough insight, as opposed
He wa s against 'library sociology', whi ch
to the subjective aesthetic impressions of a film
director'. The document obligatorily must be acstudied society as an abstract conce pt. According
to the new 'science of social reality', only the socompanied by documentary annexes providing
data about the time and location of the record,
called 'social units' (families, tribes, villages,
countries, etc), that is, concrete embodiments of
the occasion on which th e eve nt occured, the
th e abstract term 'society', were valuable for
biographical identity of the informer, comments
cal fram ework and a set of social actions meant
to assist the insertion of Romanian society within the modern social background, after th e
major political events related to th e acquiring of
National Independence, Unification of the Romanian Provinces and
World War I.
Gusti's sociological
hypothesis was that the
so-called 'social will'
was the key-element in
describing human communiti es . Although
constitutive to each individual, th e 'social
will' depended howeve r
on the social context
people live within.
Yet, unlike Durkh e im, who thought
that the individual is a
social being because
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of the documenting author, etc. (Stahl, 1934, p. 33).
But Gusti also warned against the danger of
over-employing statistics in social research , taking into acco unt its di scontinuou s character, as
opposed to human behaviour, seen as a continuously running flow of life.
By using film records, on e could offer the
fi eld-research both the required scientifi c 'obj ectivity' and the necessa ry context of 'live' social
behaviour.
The sociological films of the Bucharest School
may therefore be seen as visual documents which,
in co njun ction with the scriptural ones, constituted the broad database for a self-growing sociological theory. Out of this theory, a social poli cy was
ex pected to emerge, in order to contribute to th e
re-assessment of national identity, a term undergo ing a major crisis after the historical and politica l eve nts whi ch determined the moderni sation
of Romanian society.
From thi s point of view, one may consider
the films as visual resea rch pointed towards an
'indigenous other' circumscribed within the national geographical and cultural framework.

The 'ethnographic other'
A closer look at the films reveals however a
stro ng cultural difference between the re searcher and th e subj ect of the research. In Dri'igtl$,
for instan ce, the monographists and th eir tea mleaders - professor Gusti included - appear in a
numbe r of se qu e nces meant to illu strate the
methodology of field data collection. Th e contrast betwee n the clothes, fa ces, mimi c and behaviour of the intellectual townspeople, on th e
one hand, and tho se of th e p e a sant s from
on the other hand, is obvious. Although
they all speak the same language, and have th e
sa me nationality, the members of the two groups
in co ntact seem to obey diffe rent rules of socia l
organization.
Lu cian Boia points out that the most seriou s
difficulty fa ced by th e mode rni sation process of
th e Rom anian society ' is co ntain ed within its

own stru cture, which dialectically joined and opposed the landlords and the peasants'. Together
with the fall of the latifundiar empire and with
th e e me rging process of id e ntity coagulatio n
around the national ideal, this type of society has
been chall enged more and more by the modern
pattern, see n as a product of the town and of the
bougeoisie (Boia, 1997, p.16).
Could one therefo re te rm as 'cross-cultural'
the dialogue set up betwee n the monographi sts
and th e peasa nts during the process of data co llection in th e researched villages ? How big is
th e cuJtural di sta nce between the townspersons
who film and the peasants being filmed, and co nseq uently, to what extent is one still able to consi der th e 'other' of the first Romanian sociological film s as ' indigenous'?2
I will try to clarify the ambiguous statu s of this
'other' by analyzing th e relationship between the
filmed characters and the director-photographer
team, within the films Dri'igu$ and Conwva. 3

or the disguised godparents
The film Dri'igu$ was shot in the summer of
1929, during the 5th monographic campaign of
the Sociological School. The photographer, Nicola e Barbelian, used a quite primitive cam era,
from th e Cinematographic Service of tlie Army.
The 'directors', who were supossed to select the
scenes according to a 'scientific scheme', were
in fact rnonographi sts with no previou s filmtraining: Nicolae Argintescu-Amza ' preoccupied
with the artistic subjects', and Paul Sterian, 'an
economist, psycho-technician, and in fact interested in any subj ect different from his own profe ss ion ' . Th e final editing wa s done by H. H.
Stahl and D.C. Georgescu, ' in extrem ely improvized conditions, that is, not in a specialised
laboratory, but in a classroom of the Sociology
Seminar' (Stahl, 1981, p. 149).
The copy available today is approx. 25 minutes long, and co ntains records of different material and spiritual aspects of village-life. Th e
most co herent elements of thi s panopticon are:
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peasa nt-work in th e fi eld s (wheat harvesting,
transport and milling), animal breedin g (pigs,
sheep, buffaloes), domesti c craftwork (weaving,
sheepskin tailoring, ca rpentry, brick-m aking), occasional collective work (harvesting the priest's
crops), ritual-ceremonial events (the wedding).
But the most specifi c fe ature of this film,
when co mpared to th e other two made during
the campaigns, is its
quality. The
monographists appear in a special section of the
film , either during the general assemblies, when
they discuss the working plan, or while actually
collecting info rmati on from the peasants in the
village 4.
The ethnographic docum enta ry value of the
film has many times bee n pointed out (mostly
with respect to the sequ ences related to th e wedding and to the priest's harvesting work). Most of
the film has been film ed with the purpose of 'objective documentation' in mind , and that view
implied th e deliberate rejection of any possible
'trace' of the researcher or camera. No monographist was therefore allowed within the frame
in this type of sequences.
On the contrary, in the self-refl exive part of
the film, one could notice th at the researchers
do mingle with the normal co urse of village life,
just that this time the camera holds them on purpose within the frame, in order to illustrate the
fieldwork methodology of the School.
One could therefore identify in
on
the one hand, a type of filmin g which aims towards the so-called 'scientific objectivity' (meant
to illustrate the sociological theory of 'frames and
manifestations'), in which the researcher is deliberately chased away from the image, and on the
other hand, an intention al self-refl exi ve representation of the events, where the researcher
is programatically introduced into the frame, in
order to document the process of collecting and
classification of the fi eldwork data.
However, there are some sequences in th e
film which, on repeated watching, may raise
doubts about such a radical dissociation betwee n
the two types of filmin g. I would like to refer to
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th e wedding episode, which shows the most important moments of the ritual: th e religious ceremony at th e church, th e procession walking toward s th e brid e's house, th e wa ggon being
loaded with the bride's dowry, the young couple
was hing and ki ss ing the godparents' hands, finall y, the big wedding feast and dance.
One can notice a slight inadvertence within
this wedding ceremony. The two godparents display a rather peculiar behaviour, quite difficult
to identify at a first glance, but more and more
explicit if watched for a couple of tim es . Although dressed in the traditional clothing of the
region, like all the other parti cipants (with very
fe w exceptions, namely village officials who wear
townspeo ple dress ing), a ce rtain way of being
and moving around, a certain type of mimic and
gesture, eventually make the viewer doubt about
their pure peasant origin.
In th e previous sequ ences displaying th e
monographists at work, we had come accro ss
several moments when their 'townness' could be
felt even from beyond the young men's ties and
the girls' summer skirts. This very 'I-don' t-knowwhat' can be seized around the two godparents
as well, and after multiple viewing of the sce nes
one will start thinking that the two are in fact
monographists dressed up in peasant clothes.
I found the confirmation of this doubt in a
passage from Stahl:
'In
as one plann ed to take ph otographs and film various aspects of the village,
one decided that the monographists should refrain their desire to appear in pictures. However,
und er certain ceremonial circum stan ces, for instance at weddings (where a pair of students
could be the godparents), one imposed the obligation for all the monographists to wear only the
traditional peasant costume, in order to be visually incorporated within the groups of th e other
participants at the wedding' (Stahl, 1981, p. 145).
The compromise solution found by Dimitrie
Gusti in order to film the wedding ceremony deserves a more in-depth an alysis.
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The verbal dialogue:
provocation by dissimulation
Even from the very first field-research campaigns, professor Gusti had known that the theory he was trying to elaborate needed a consequent data-collecting methodology adapted to the
Romanian cond itions. First and foremost, the
methodology had to assure the researchers that,
within a rather short period of tim e (approx. one
month, that is, more or less, the time for a campaign), they will defeat the preconceived idea of
the peasants, according to which, 'the gentlemen
from Bucharest' were seen as officials who came
to the village in order to investigate them.
Apart from the preliminary discussions with
the peasant-leaders and the discussions in front
of the village assemblies, where the goal of the
research was explained to the people, Gusti insisted on the fa ct that the students should thoroughly learn the 'skill of sociological conversation ' . A key ele ment in the technique of the
sociological monograph consists of the strategies
that a skilled monographer mu st e mploy in
order to gain the informer's trust and make him
answer the questions whole-heartedly:
'The conversation mu st begin from matters
which are important to him, from material objects
around, that is his household, his current work,
his actual needs. Only afterwards, and almost unnoticeably, you should slightly direct the conversation towards your relevant topics of inquiry.
Besides, you should pretend in front of yourself that you don't know anything about the researched matter. Even if you really know a lot,
you should firmly reject all knowledge before
hearing what the informant says . [ .. .]
You may think it's an easy game. Well, it
isn't. After having checked a couple of houses,
you will start getting bored. Everything will seem
clear enough. The game of «intentional naivety"
becomes rather self-offending. And the partner
himself, if a fresh er into the field, will become
anxious and will keep on explaining to you how
things go. Everything will see m clear to him ,

even from the begining, and it will be quite hard
work to make him keep his mouth shut. But the
game of «intentional naivety» is th e only way you
can use in ord er to keep the appearance of a normal conversation, thus allowing the peasant to
tell you what he really believes, and not what you
may want to hear' (Stahl 1934, p. 11).
Gu sti understood that direct obse rvation was
th e most useful method for field sociology. The
answers to the theoretical qu estions of the researcher cannot be given by the informant; it is
by observing him acting during a real life situation that the answer comes out:
'A villager cannot understand a theoreti cal
preoccupation and therefore is unable to share it
with you. He will always be puzzled by your
thirst for knowledge, and will often look very
surprised to be asked questions to which, in his
view, you should know the answer.
Therefore we must understand that the researcher must offer him the possibility to actually
«live" the researched matter. If his interest is provoked, he can act in front of you as a living person,
and not as an abstract story-teller who talks about
matters which are alien to him' (Stahl, 1934, p. 15).
To sum up, by accepting the conversational
system of the informants, the researcher must
prete nd h e knows nothin g about the subj ect
which interests him. A skilfully conducted dialogue must be able to bring the other into a 'live'
situation, representative for the researched matter. Therefore the answer to the theoretical question has to be found in the very reaction of the
informant to the life situation created by the dialogue.
It is what we may call a technique of negative

provocation, reached by dissimulation.
The situation proves rather different when
the visually-based research of the Sociological
School is concerned.
The visual dialogue: defensive dissimulation
One can easily imagine th e bewilderm ent
produced by the tripod and the camera when en-
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tering a Romanian village of the 1930s.
'Everybody wants to know what's going on,
everybody gathers around the mysterious cranked machinery; people stop any work and ga ze
exactly wh ere th ey shouldn' t: to th e cam era.
What a difficult life for a documentary-photographer: always asking for room in front of the camera, always trying to get rid of the well-meaning people who, by trying to help, only manage
to make a mess of what's going on in front of
the camera' (Stahl, 1963).
As a matter of fa ct, the situation wasn't really
so bad every time. For instance, when the photographer had to illustrate the so-called 'cosmological fram e' of the village, he only had to take some
wide-angle shots of certain relevant landscapes.
But when he had to document other 'frames'
or ' manifestations' from the monographic project, which involved the presence of people unaccustomed to the camera, he had indeed a lot of
trouble in making the images look 'natural'. The
'objective documentation' obligation made him
adopt very often the sam e ' passive' attitude like
his colleague, the still-shot photographer. Most of
the time they worked side-by-side, for fear that
one might get into the other's frame. The psychological technique implied a lot of patience, in
order to let people get used to them, then at a
certain moment, when people began to ignore
them, very gently they would begin their work.
A very difficult moment for every monograph
seemed to be the illustration of th e so-called 'biological frame'. The photographers had to take
pictures of the representative 'types' for each category of age, sex, social status etc. In the film
one can notice that no 'honourable' solution was provided at the time for the visual
documentation of that 'fram e'.
The photographer shoots th e peasants gathering in front of the mayor house. The camera
slowly pans from one face to another, then selects small groups in steady shots and observes
them for a few seco nds. Since the scientific interest of those shots points towards the faces, the
camera has to be relatively close to the people.
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As a result, most of them feel terribly embarassed by being filmed , women laugh, cove r
their mouths with th e hands and look sideways,
the young lads pretend a sort of 'I don't care'
which makes them show off and play pranks to
each other, finally, the old men try to diguise
their uncomfortable feeling by pretending that
they talk to each other, or by unconsciously arranging aga in and again their sheepskin coats
ove r the shoulders.
In Cornova, which was made two years after
with Tudor Posmantir as photographer
and H. H. Stahl as director and editor, one can
notice a methodological innovation, which very
interestingly sets up th e problem of filming the
biological 'types'.
Most of the sequences showing human faces
in Cornova are filmed - as usual - very closely.
However, the people don 't feel as embarassed as
they do in
They do not look to the camera anymore; instead, their sight is direct towards somebody situated somewhere lateral to the
camera . In most cases, they evett seem to have a
conversation with this off-frame character.
Like the other two films of the Sociological series (1929) and $anf (1936) - Comova
(1931) is a silent film. Therefore we can not hear
neither what, nor to whom the peasant on the
screen is talking. But documents referring to the
way in which the cinematographic tea m was organized, and photographs taken during filming,
make us believe that the 'off-character' is a monographist, if not the director himself5 .
The photographer seems to feel very comfortable in that position. The person he films has to
pay attention to the conversation, and therefore
almost 'forgets' about the film. The situation may
be described as a paradoxical one: a camera dissimulating itself behind an off-frame character.
The solution adopted by professo r Gusti with
the town speople godparents dressed in peasa nt
clothes represents a similar case of concern in keeping up with th e objective visual documentation.
Gusti had stated that, apart from photographs
or films which displayed the research methodo-
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logy of th e School, the monograph er should
keep away from the visual frame. A peasa nt wedding where th e local dress would mix with the
suits of the monographers wouldn't represent a
proper 'live' document of that social unit.
But the sociological monograph, as he understood it, couldn't be separated from participatory observation as well, which in this particular situation implied the prese nce of the two
monographers-godparents inside the resea rched
social event. The solution is significant for the
subordination of the visual to the verbal documentation of the time.
For Gusti and his tea m, photography and
film were very accurate instruments, employed
for reco rding samples of the real world, selected
by a director-monographer on th e ground of th e

'frames and manifestations' criteria. However,
they are only seen as 'instruments' which gather
data for furth er interpretation.
Although they take an important step forward as to their first systematic employment in
research, by elaborating the first
view of the researcher in the field, photography
and film , as independent media able to produce
data out of th e visual dialogue between the researcher and his subject, continue to be subordinated to the spoken, written and printed word.
The photographer of the first Romanian ethnographic films generally avoids the visual dialogue
with the peasant in front of the camera. His dissimulation behind the off-screen monographer is
not a provocation technique anymore, but a defensive manoeuvre.

Notes
1. In 1906 Victor Bahe? declared in a conference at
th e Romanian Academy: ' Marin escu has employed
the cinema [for scientific purposes] for th e first tim e
in the world'.

3. Th e space of this article does not allow a more co mpl ex di scuss ion, which could include, for in stance,
specific refe rence to .filmic narrative, as occuring in
Cornova, and audience response, with res pect to

2. Recent American experiments have demonstrated
that one ca nnot talk anymore about visual systems
specific to a certain 'culture'. The term has become
too broad. The New York city working-class children
who were asked to film a favourite subject hav e
turn ed toward the illustration of th eir own co mmon
universe; whil e the middle-class children of the same
city have preferred to film fa cts totally ali en from
th eir current environment. Their film s have demonstrated that, beyo nd the common cultural space, th e
improvised film-makers have been decisively influenced by the socio-cultural context wh ere they spend
their lives (Chalfen, 1992, pp. 222 - 242).

4. Some sequ ences are visually remarkabl e: professo r
Gusti explaining the stud ents a kin ship 'tree' drawn
on a blackboard in the village classroom, then professor Rain er's team in white gowns taking blood for
medi cal tests, then Brailoiu's tea m making wax cylinder records of an old peasa nt singing in front of th e
phonograph, etc.
5. It would be interesting to find out wheth er the co nversation was a research-purpose one, transcribed in
the observation fil es, or just a ' l'alse' one, improvi sed
on the spot in order to distract th e film ed perso n from
the prese nce of th e ca mera.
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